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Abstract—Advances in GPS telemetry technology have enabled analysis of animal movement in open areas. Ecologists today are
utilizing modern analytic tools to study animal behaviors from large quantity of GPS coordinates. Analytic tools with automatic event
extraction functionality can be used to investigate potential interactions between animals by locating relevant segments in movement
trajectories. However, such automation can easily overlook the spatial, temporal, social context as well as potential data problems. To
this end, this paper explores the visual presentations that also clarify the spatial-temporal contexts, social surroudings, as well as
underlying data uncertainties of multi-species animal interactions. The outcome system presents the proximity-based, time-varying
relatedness between animal entities through pairwise (PW) or individual-to-group (i-G) perspectives. Focusing on the relational
aspects, we employ both static depictions and animations to communicate the travelling of individuals. Our contributions are a novel
visualization system that helps investigate the subtle variations of long term spatial-temporal relatedness while considering small group
patterns. Our evaluation with movement ecologists shows that the system gives them quick access to valuable clues in discovering
insights into multi-species movements and signs of potential interactions.
Index Terms—Visualization, Movement Ecology, Spatial-Temporal Movement.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Our interest in animal movement is arguably as old as
the history of science itself. The earliest explorations into
this by Aristotle (384 - 322 BC) date back to 4th century BC
[1]. With modern technologies such as sensory technology,
telecommunication [2], [3], [4], [5], GIS [6], [7], [8], and
data mining [9], [10], the subject has evolved into a field
where data analysis of volume entities in large open areas
plays a central role in scientific discoveries [11], [12]. As a
result, scientists in the field of movement ecology are facing
challenges from surging data availability and increasing
demand for higher-level analytical capabilities [13]. Today,
dedicated sense-making technology has become an essential
stepping stone to unlock the full wealth of ecological data
at hand [14].
Spatial movement is an important feature in finding
ecological patterns [1], [15], [16]. As a recent trend in
movement ecology, ecological insights into smaller stages
has received proliferated attention [17], particularly the in-
dividual level analysis of movements [18], [19], [20], [21],
[22]. In this category, cross-species interactions (antagonistic
interactions like host - parasite, predator âA˘S¸ prey and plant
âA˘S¸ herbivore [23], [24], for instance) are important because
they are typically studied at a zoomed group scale, where
individual behaviors are investigated.
Moreover, movement ecologists try to look beyond in-
teraction instances alone. They wish to interpret the higher
level meaning or motivation behind certain behaviors as
a long-term pursuit [16], [25]. As phone data can reliably
predict human social ties by their propinquity [26], the in-
sights into the relationship between animals might be useful
to collect evidence for investigating the less approachable
motivations and meanings behind certain movements. This
can be facilitated by visualizing movements that sufficiently
express the details that relate to not only individuals in
isolation but also the potential influence between adjacent
group of multi-species entities.
To this end, we design an interactive visualization sys-
tem that addresses the above concerns and help ecologist
in the tasks of finding interesting patterns of animals’
relations. The implementation of the interactive system
supports movement analyses through the perspective of
relatedness, which concerns social intimacy or potential
predatory threats in wild environments. It is determined by
the general spatial proximity that varies unstably in longer
periods.
We validate the system’s usefulness through use cases
and expert evaluations. Positive results are received. This
paper posits its contribution as an exploration characterized
by:
• a simplified, animation-based visual vocabulary de-
signed to facilitate the communication of movements
and time varying relatedness,
• a visualization method to support pairwise and
individual-to-group comparison of animal’s spatial
situations, and
• including uncertainty awareness in the study of ani-
mal movement relations.
2 RELATED WORK
2.1 Visualization in Movement Ecology
Movements are usually referred as locomotive movements
in the field of movement ecology. Location changes are use-
ful clues to reveal ecological patterns in the problems such
as resource use [27], population dynamics [13], and climate
influence [28] between individuals, groups, or species. Many
ecologists have already known the value of visualization
in their ecological research. Generic visualization tools (e.g.
Movebank [12], AMV [29], Env-DATA [30]) are employed
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2to support common tasks like trajectory plotting and multi-
variate filtering. As they cover a wide range of species and
data types for many research projects, these tools are enough
for basic movement analyses.
However, some research tasks require analytic aggre-
gation capabilities. Drosophigator [31] uses statistics from
heterogeneous data sources to generate visualized predic-
tions of the spread of invasive species. Xavier et al. [32]
integrates environment data to study the connectivity (a
technical term in ecology indicating the degree of environ-
mental variables affecting its inhabitants in an area [33],
[34], [35]) of landscape characteristics and animal behaviors.
Konzack et al. [36] analyze the migratory trajectories to
recognize the stopovers among gulls’ movements.
Visual design is also important to communicate the
aggregated results that relates to the exact domain problem.
Slingsby et al. [25] discusses the design choices of visual
encoding in ecology visualization, suggesting that the use
of visual language needs to convey the "ecological meaning"
to support the research context. Spretke et al. [14] conceives
the "enrichment" method as a way to enhance analytical
reasoning with the visual elements of attributes like speed,
distance, duration in the geographical context, allowing
quick hypothesis iterations on local subsets.
Aggregation of attributes of individuals might be use-
ful to understand the movement behavior, but behaviors
is better explained in a context where influence of peers
and surroundings are considered [11]. Since the interest in
entity level behaviors is rising [17], investigating behaviors
concerning the mutual influence of multiple entities can be
a worthy starting point.
2.2 Trajectory Analysis
Manually searching for patterns in the long, twisted, and
sometimes cluttered movement trajectories can be daunt-
ing. This makes event detection algorithms necessary as
they alleviate the cognitive load for experts. The execution
of automatic event detection usually requires defining a
set of parameters, such as time window, speed, heading,
and mutual distance, to narrow down the search space
to a subset of trajectory fragments [37], [38], [39], [40].
The detection outcomes are usually visualized on top of
the movement trajectories with reference to the original
geographic context. As the detection processes are sensitive
to the subject animal and landscape context [39], we need
flexibility in a visualization tool to cope with the distinct
characteristics of movements for a convincing result [37].
For example, Andrienko et al. [40] suggested a bottom-up
approach where the detected elementary interactions (a con-
cept derived from Bertin’s elementary level of analysis [41],
meaning "particular instances of interaction between indi-
vidual objects") are used as key clues to understand group
level patterns. Bak et al. [37] proposed method to boost the
performance in event detection at larger scale. The extra
performance gain can thus be allocated to support inter-
active parameter input, through which the visual feedback
of outcomes makes an essential part of the interactive loop
to guide the next iteration. Bak et al.also mentions the clas-
sification of four types of higher level encounter patterns,
which seems to be a continuation from Andrienko et al.
[40]’s advocacy of characterizing elementary patterns.
Movement interactions are multifaceted. A visual feed-
back for adaption and fine-tuning of the analytic system is
indispensable to extract interactions. Also, automatic tech-
niques mostly solve lower level tasks such as matching route
similarity or spatial-temporal closeness between trajectories.
Recognizing general patterns and questioning with alterna-
tive assumptions are still a job of human expertise. Thus,
we need to keep a open mind to the machine results but,
in the meanwhile, expose more visual details for domain
judgment.
2.3 Visualization of Spatial Temporal Movements
Movement traces are usually placed on a 2D map as discrete
points [25] or linked trajectories [36], [42]. However, consid-
eration of both spatial and temporal changes are necessary
to avoid false identification of collocation (position overlap
at different time period). There are several approaches to
achieve this.
A common treatment here is the Space Time Cube (STC)
[43], [44], [45], which projects the temporal dimension in
the z-aixs of a 3D view. In STC, real collocation of two
entities are depicted as the neighboring points in a 3D
space. But it makes visualization work prone to problems
like loss of perspective and obfuscation [46], [47]. Subjects
that travels in the z-axis can also be another issue [48].
A workaround without using 3D space can be found in
AMV [29]. It confines trajectories to the local duration and
presents relative movements by removing distractions of
trajectory parts that are temporally distant. But the fine
details of proximity variations in the selected duration is not
supported. Alternatively, abstracting movements from their
geo-spatial context, as explored by Crnovrsanin et al. [49], is
also a possible way to clarify the subjects’ spatial temporal
relations.
In sum, we found visualization facilitation in the wildlife
behavior analysis is non-trivial, especially when support of
time space relatedness remains an open gap. This motivates
new solutions with flexible interactivity for quick selection,
navigation, and visual adjustments [50] to assist the domain
research.
3 CONTEXT AND REQUIREMENTS
In this section, we describe the basic setup of the domain
research including the expert collaborators, metadata, appa-
ratus (for data collection), and domain requirements.
3.1 Project Background
The domain problem targets at a group of multi-species,
free-roaming animals in a South African nature reserve.
Researchers’ primary interest lies in the behavior along
space/time variations. Instead of analyzing relationships
with natural landscape, experts needs visual insights into
behaviors of individual animals and how they would in-
fluence each other, which is also a valuable compensation
to their current tool sets. Individual interactions are also
potential to later applications such as to analyze other
species, or even human social interactions.
Two ecologists are invited as domain experts (E1 and
E2). They both have long interests and experience in animal
3movements. E1 has a background in movement ecology,
spatial analysis. E2 also works in quantitative ecology and
environmental sciences. They both conduct quantitative
data analysis with R and use field-specific packages to
plot the movements either by spatial attributes (map) or
numeric attributes (bar chart or line chart). However, they
both find their current tools limiting. For example, both of
them complained about the lack of support in converting the
multidimensionality of movement trajectories into useful
information. E2 also mentioned that the analysis becomes
challenging when facing multiple individuals regarding
their temporal-spatial variations.
3.2 Data Description
For data collection, ecologists attach GPS collars [51] to
each of the 25 sampled animals, cf. Figure 1. The subjects
are consisted of 5 lions, 10 wildebeests and 10 zebras.
The entire data collection lasted for roughly 30 months,
which captures periodic changes of climate though different
seasons. To ensure sufficient battery life, collar tag sensors
were programmed to obtain and store GPS coordinates by
every two hours.
Fig. 1. GPS Collar: The device is programmed to record the GPS
coordinates repeatedly with a fixed time interval.
Due to various conditions in climate and land features,
the quality of tracking data suffered from unpredictable
wild circumstances [52]. Cause of quality compromise can
be any incident such as physical impact, wet situations on
rainy days or water areas, or poor signal reception. To some
extent, the collected data are often compromised with one
or more of the following issues: a) unrealistic values, i.e.
two subsequent data points have impossibly large position
difference in between which is evidently an error, and b)
missing points, i.e. failure to record a data point at the pro-
grammed time. Therefore, pre-processing before analysis is
needed [53]. With their expertise, domain experts proceeded
with the removal operations to deal with the first type of
error (a), resulting in unstable trajectories with irregular
gaps of varying length on it. They also trimmed off the
unusable parts at the beginning or ending of every animal
tracking, making each trajectory starts and ends at different
time of its own.
3.3 Requirements
Integrating a visual approach into existing analytic work-
flow requires shared understanding from both ecology and
visual analysis. Through six months’ exchanges with the
domain experts, we have devised five design requirements
as guidelines to add new capabilities to the current analysis.
We begin with draft design proposals in the form of low-
fi visual sketches, which inspire nuanced discussions to
pin-point their most prominent concerns. To communicate
more complex effects, we built iterations of animations with
Processing [54] and evaluate of their usefulness in each
version. There are also co-design sessions during which
they take a more active role to freely propose ideas though
paper sketches and explain the intended functionalities. To
test for likely insights and also unexpected misinterpreta-
tions, qualitative surveys were also conducted among an
expanded user group (7 people) of both experts and non-
experts. We used structured questionnaires to prioritize the
requirements and balance conflicting directions. With con-
stant refinements, we conclude that the visualization design
should facilitate movement ecology research by addressing
the requirements in the following aspects:
R1 - The ability to intuitively visualize spatial temporal
movements in a simple and straightforward manner.
The experts understand the challenges introduced by
the multidimensionalilty of collected data. But their experi-
ence with interactive visualization tools with sophisticated
functionalities is limited. Steeper learning curves can be
worrying as they have developed existing habits in thinking
with movements. So a design with simple and intuitive de-
pictions would be preferred. They understand the value and
efficiency of visual exploration in finding implicit patterns
which can be easily missed otherwise. With minimum extra
explanation, it should support them in confirming newly
discovered visual knowledge with fine data details and
facilitating model building with existing analytical skills.
R2 - Interactivity and navigation into spatial temporal space
efficiently.
Considering a 2.5 years long time frame of the project,
browsing the global timeline means navigating roughly 4000
data points for every 2 weeks of tracking time. Additionally,
the patterns can exist in any level of time scopes, e.g.
movement difference in days and nights, weeks and even
seasons. Granular time scopes should be implemented as
movement patterns are sensitive to the observation time
frame. Interactively defining time point and temporal selec-
tion with flexible scope length will give them the autonomy
to explore for a suitable length for particular research task.
R3 - Ability to visualize the movement with awareness and
tolerance of inconsistent data quality.
As there are known issues in the data quality, the vi-
sualization pipeline should include the ability to produce
smooth, consistent visual results. However, instead of ig-
noring the problems in data, the involved uncertainties
should be truthfully presented so that user could easily
distinguish whether the visualized outcome is based on
solid trustworthy data or questionable delusion. A visual
distinction should accommodate the difference clearly and
allow for context-dependent judgments.
R4 - Comparing movements between different species.
Same species share behavioral similarities. And the op-
posite is true for different species. But extent of difference
varies between sets of comparisons. For instance, both be-
ing herbivores, the wildebeests and zebras can find more
commonalities, while lions, as predators, may behave dif-
ferently than herbivores. To explore species-relevant aspects
in movement behaviors, analysis with species awareness
4is needed. The visualization system should allow them to
visually disintegrate the behavior differences, making the
anomalies instantly distinguishable.
R5 - A focus on the relationship between animals.
Movement behavior is a complex problem which can
be influenced by many environmental factors. It is also
not surprising that animals would influence each other’s
movements in more or less subtle ways from slight move-
ment deviations to social interactions. Understanding how
animals would influence or interact with their movements
by both intra-species or inter-species means can contribute
to valuable ecological insights. In our case, the queries into
the dynamics of how animals are closely bounded to each
other and whether such bounding is consistent should be
facilitated.
As a side note, the requirement list follows a hierarchical
structure where meeting the later, higher level ones involve
solving basic ones prior to them.
4 DESIGN RATIONALE
In search for proper methods and to convert the require-
ments to executable guidelines, we present a few conceptual
elaborations as cornerstones to support the design.
4.1 Parametric Moving Trace Line
As aforementioned, context adaptability is important in
movement analysis. Parameterized visualization is an ef-
fort to support this by controlling local variables, such as
species, speed, or group size, to address the problem of
concern. In our case, larger time interval size is used to
record movement locations. Straight lines connecting loca-
tion points would appear cluttered with angular shapes and
presents little clue to anticipate the movements between
locations. Regarding this issue, trajectory smoothing [55] can
be helpful as the visualized path can help to build visual
heuristics to makes potential behavior patterns easier to un-
cover and trajectories of different individual more visually
distinguishable. The smoothing also produces other effects
that will benefit the analysis. For example, the smoothing
will make sharper turns with slower animals (ones with
shorter distance between with consecutive points), while the
opposite applies to faster moving animals. Domain experts
can also use a middle point in the curve to adjust their
estimations of the heading if necessary.
A decision upon the right amount of smoothness and
trajectory shape requires careful deliberation and calibra-
tion. To support easy reconfiguration, parameter setting
with instant visual feedback can improve the productivity of
iterative decisions. This helps domain experts to understand
the effect of each parameter to facilitate easier interpretation
of trajectory lines regarding R1 and creates adaptability for
different analytic scenarios. We understand that the domain
experts may occasionally wish to fact-check the bare data
points, therefore smoothing should be implemented with an
option to be temporally turned off to make explicit locations
points visible.
4.2 Defining Spatial Temporal Relatedness
The inherent entanglement of space and time (defined as
spatio-temporal dependency in GIS) is a pivotal challenge in
movement analysis [56]. Observations in the spatial domain
without consideration of temporal stability may result in
unreliable or even false positive discoveries [50]. Assisting
domain experts to think temporally is essential [57].
To find potential interactions between animals, the spa-
tial proximity should be discussed within the relevant dura-
tion context. Based on this principle, relatedness is a concept
that describes relationships with spatial-temporal reference.
To distinguish relatedness from proximity, relatedness con-
cerns the distance variation in a time range, whereas the
proximity only concerns distance in static a time point.
Thus, the relatedness can be treated as summary of physical
proximity through time.
We employ two basic modes for inspecting how related
animals are bounded to each other – the pairwise (PW)
relatedness and the individual-to-group (i-G) relatedness. The
pairwise approach takes two entities as input and displays
their dynamic relatedness variations. The i-G approach
takes a focal entity and displays how closely it is connected
to the rest of the animal group over time. These two modes
compensate each other for different tasks.
Pairwise relatedness (Pij (t), t ∈ T , i , j ∈ A) is a time
dependent scalar value describes physical proximity (dij )
comparing to the maximum distance (M ) bounded in the
captured area, i.e. Pij = M − dij . Here, T represents all
the possible states in the global timeline, while i and j
are two elements from all the animals (A). Relatedness of
one versus multiple targets enables comparison between
more candidates and is more complex than pairwise mode.
Because the collective pattern of i-G relatedness Gx (t)
is contextually understood as a qualitative, multivariate
pattern which considers explicit movement trajectory,
relative proximity, and relatedness trend which involves
constant changing features among multiple targets. To ease
communication, we use a different notation to represent:
Gx (t) = {Pxa(t) | a, x ∈ A and x 6= a, t = {t1 , t2 , ..., tR}},
where x is the focal animal (the one to be compared with
the rest of the group) and a time range from t1 to tR
is considered. To deal with the intricacies that are difficult
to be summarized as a quantitative measurement, we
implemented a combination of visual components to
delineate the implicit patterns and variations.
4.3 Uncertainty Awareness
The uncertainty awareness is believed to be useful in im-
proving decision-making [58], [59]. Communicating uncer-
tainty is important in our case because it can false sig-
nal the absence of one entity in a mutual relationship,
which could mislead the experts’ judgment and indicate
a termination of related session. To avoid this, we take a
series of measures: Firstly, we perform linear interpolation
to fill the missing gaps to ensures steady data flow for
the well-functioning of relatedness derivation model. Sec-
ondly, we treat the interpolated data points differently by
labeling and measuring their reliability. This is realized by
assigning a special Boolean label, i.e. interpolated or null,
5Fig. 2. Interface Overview: A) Timeline: global timeline to indicate and cast universal time change. B) Main View: a 2D space to display geo-spatial
relations. C) Control Panel: control widgets to fine tune parameters for animation or pick animal pairs. D) Uncertainty View: an overview of collective
data stability and availability. E.1) Relatedness Chord: A chord diagram to display relatedness between multiple entities. E.2) Pairwise Relatedness:
Interactive line chart for long term pairwise relatedness display.
and a measurement of uncertainty extent. The measure-
ment is computed as follows: given the current index i
and index range of consecutive missing data points [c, c′]
(i ∈ [c, c], i , c, c′ ∈ N ), the degree of uncertainty U can
be formulated as: U = min(|i − c|, |i − c′|), i.e. the un-
certainty in current data point i will be determined by
the index distance to the nearest (temporally) reliable data
point.
Thus, the uncertainty information prepared to be visual-
ized with different levels of awareness(R3). The experts can
make judgment on the credibility and integrity of a pattern
by also referencing the visualized uncertainty [60].
5 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
We implemented our visualization system in an interactive,
web-based application with D3.js. It consists of a main
view, peripheral views, and control areas, see Figure 2. The
functionalities are results from 3.3 Requirements and 4 Design
Rationale. Main area (Figure 2 B) displays movements and
trace lines in relation to their original geographical patterns.
Timeline (Figure 2 A) is a time reader and controller to
set the global "current" time and indicate the length of
covered duration, which is shown as the red line along the
center (Figure 2 C). Trace line adjustments and animal pair
selector is placed in the control panel. Uncertainty in the
data are indicated separately by each animal along the time
progression (Figure 2 D). Relatedness measurements can be
found in Figure 2 E1, E2. We expand with more details in
the rest of this section.
5.1 Movement Encoding
Moving animals are represented as animating locations,
each with an ID and a species color. Species are colored
to resemble the animal’ natural appearance: orange for lion,
cool gray for wildebeest, and black for zebra.
Each animal entity draws a trace line with the same
color of itself, the length of which corresponds to the global
duration. As time coverage is the same for every trace
line, drastic movements (bigger distance between steps) will
appear longer than sedentary animals, creating a contrast
that enables comparison between animal individuals by its
movements intensity. Thus, outlier movements can stand
out more clearly.
Fig. 3. Curve Adjustments & Settings: Experts can leverage their domain
knowledge to tweak smoothing functions and smoothness threshold for
the desired result.
To improve the readability of movement trajectories (as
explained in 4.1 Parametric Moving Trace Line), we applied
parametric smoothing to the trace lines. The technique
is partially inspired by Sacha et al.’s trajectory simplifi-
cation [55], we integrated commonly used methods like
cubic basis spline, natural cubic spline, straightened cubic
basis spline based on Holten’s edge bundles [61], Cardinal
spline, Catmull-Rom spline with D3.js’ curve interpolation
functions. This flexibility in configuration, cf. Figure 3 can be
6fine-tuned by mode or intensity. Here, the mode determines
the type of underpinning smoothing function and the inten-
sity, specified by a linear α value between 0 and 1, offers the
option to adjust the amount of smoothness: α = 0 means
no smoothing at all and α = 1 means smoothest. The goal
is to give domain experts extensive free options to pinpoint
the right parameter to draw trajectories that caters to their
analysis scenarios.
5.2 Uncertainty Encoding
Fig. 4. Uncertainty View: displaying data quality issues with temporal
context. The view provides a sense of whether the data quality can be
trusted around current point in time. Labels on the right show whether
the animal’s data is currently available to be displayed on main view
to the left. The "." signs indicate the selected animal pair for pairwise
relatedness analysis. Visual clutter can be mitigated by clicking on the
label to hide certain animal subsets.
Uncertainties can be visualized following the temporal
axis, cf. Figure 4. Small horizontal heatmaps at the bottom
right of the screen are drawn to inform data issues in three
aspects: 1) the start and end time of available data, 2)
the general distribution, and 3) the degree of uncertainty
(by depth of color), cf. 4.3 Uncertainty Awareness. The time
context is useful to guide expert to skip certain segments by
informing where to expect reliable data.
Fig. 5. Uncertainty in Spatial Movements: Empty circles are shown to
tell the end of available data. A circle with expanding area indicates
movements are visualized with diminishing accuracy.
In the spatial domain, moving entities will change both
appearance and size once uncertainty happened in the data,
cf. Figure 5. Filled circles change to dashed outlines, expand-
ing their sizes to indicate a dilution of positional accuracy.
Its opacity also decreases along with the size increase, telling
the viewer that the system is unsure about exact location of
current animal.
Expert can leverage both display methods to avoid risky
interpretations and apply self-disretions with their domain
knowledge.
5.3 Relatedness Encoding
The relatedness can be understood through different setups.
We describe two modes to treat them respectively: the
relatedness between two individuals (pairwise) and one
individual comparing to a group of the rest (i-G).
Fig. 6. Pairwise relatedness in two views: A) Chord diagram with each
ribbon for any possible pair in the given time range; B) Interactive line
chart with separated brush-to-zoom functionality.
Granular variation of Pij (t) is plotted with a line chart.
Overview-and-zoom functionality [62] is needed here con-
sidering the amount of details in 2.5 years of data points.
So we implemented a vertically mirrored line chart below it
with different purposes for each half âA˘S¸ the bottom one can
be brushed to select the time range and the top side displays
zoomed details of the brushed area., cf. B) in Figure 6.
The chord diagram can provide an overview of related-
ness of all possible pairs being presented in the main view.
Ones with higher relatedness are drawn in bolder and more
saturated ribbons while lighter appearance applied for the
lower relatedness, cf. A) in Figure 6. The delineation reacts
differently to a duration and fixed time point. If a duration
is selected, the system calculates averaged proximities of all
intervals in the range to determine the ribbons’ appearance:
P ij =
1
R ·
∑R
s=1 Pij (ts). This approach is very similar to the
pairwise mode but more aggregated. Experts can brush and
drag to tweak the duration length. Such operations are use-
ful to answer questions like "Were the animals’ movements
more clustered (related) during the past eight hours? Were
they the same for last two days?". It is a simpler and more
straightforward way to search for patterns without looking
at the spatial changes in the main view.
Geographical pattern of the i-G relatedness (Gx (t) ) is
displayed in the main view where spatial distribution and
social context are sensitive aspects. The individuals can be
focused by clicking on its circle in the main view. The
interaction halts any ongoing animations and creates an
array of concentric circles. Relations of animals concerning
the focal animal can be visually examined Figure 7. Radii
of the circles indicate the spatial proximity to the animal:
r = Pxa . The circles sort proximity of animals with scattered
distances and moving trends (came closer or went further)
7into an egocentric diagram where unidirectional compari-
son of proximity is possible. Based on this, proximities of
current time is easy to tell by circle sizes. The less explicit
moving trends, however, are illustrated by the trace lines
and relatedness error bars. Here, the former corresponds to
the movement trajectory of the duration and the later is a
depiction to analyze the trend of relatedness: line caps on
both ends of the error bars are determined by the maximum
and minimum values of relative proximity in the duration.
Thus, whether an entity is drawing closer or moving farther
can be read from the negative/positive sum of relatedness,
which is derived by comparing length of error bars from
the inside (positive relatedness) and outside (negative re-
latedness) of the proximity circle. For instance, ones with
much larger outer length suggests the underlying animal
spend most of the recent time in places more distant to the
focal animal than its current location, which means it tends
to move farther considering the past period. The trace line
here is to verify the judgment on the trend of relatedness
change with exact movement details.
Fig. 7. i-G Relatedness in Main View: Animal movements are displayed
in relation to the focal animal C. Their relatedness in the duration is
aggregated and represented by capped lines which ends are used to
indicate the nearest and farthest distance to the focal animal. Here we
can see that A3 has moved closer to C and A4 has become more distant
judging by the overall trend. Despite located at different directions to
C, the distance comparison between A4 and A3 is still intuitive and
apparent.
6 USE CASE
We tested the visualization system with domain experts to
validate its usefulness in practical environments. Specifi-
cally, the system is hosted online as a web application,
and we recorded two sessions of screen interactions and
verbal communications remotely via Skype. No specific
tasks were given during the experiment. Experts are encour-
aged to explain their reasoning following the think-aloud
protocol [63], and support the explanation with domain
knowledge if necessary. Two sessions with total length of
105 minutes are video recorded for post hoc analysis. We
keep notes of the highlights with reference to their timeline
position, flow of interaction, experts’ interpretation, filter
settings, as well as the video time. We report on our ob-
servation of cases in the rest of this section.
6.1 Checking Seasonal Distribution Change
Background: Seasonal climate change would impact many
aspects in an ecosystem. Ecologists need to understand how
this is reflected by animal movements. Fortunately, the raw
data covers sufficient season cycles of multi-annual time
frame. Thus, seasonal difference in movement distribution
can be visually compared.
Method: By either picking a specific position on the global
timeline with mouse or manual input of time digits (R2),
experts can quickly preview the general distribution of
animal locations. Either way, the season (resp. southern
hemisphere) display on the time ticker will change to the
specified time. The experts also turn on the trace line to
portray areas of denser movements by following two steps
(R1): 1) they extend the trace line duration length to 90
days (meaning location history of roughly three months)
and 2) they move the "current" time to the end of the
season precisely by digits, e.g. "28/02/2011 00 : 00". Thus,
a long trajectory would take on a nested shape within
which condensed areas indicate frequent visits in particular
regions. They can also filter out herbivores or predators to
make clean comparisons between species across different
time of the year (R4). Experts use the overall color tone of
the ribbons in the chord diagram altogether to tell how close
animals are forming (local) groups.
Fig. 8. Herbivore spatial distribution and general relatedness level be-
tween summer and winter time. Chord diagram with more saturated
ribbons indicates more related spatial distribution of entities.
Insight: Figure 8 are snapshots of animal distributions in
winter vs. summer. It is observable that the herbivores
tend to spread loosely in winter and gather closer during
summer. Such a pattern tends to gravitate toward a few
specific regions as it can be shown in the long term season
trajectory Figure 9. The experts believe that this could be
caused by the periodic rainfall change in a year which leads
to denser natural resource such as vegetation and water
accumulations in some regions. The outcome shows that
the concentration of natural resources attracts herbivores
while such a trend is less obvious among the predators.
Also, the shape and size (without smoothing) of trace
lines can provide useful clues regarding the relative seden-
tary/active state of an animal: longer, more dispersed lines
indicate more active behaviors in the area, while the more
condensed, wiggling lines suggests more sedentary ones.
From the comparisons between summer months and winter
months, experts has discovered/confirmed some obvious
hypothesis that correlate to seasonal changes — 1) season
does have effect on the concentration tendencies of animals,
2) such tendency is more significant among herbivores than
8Fig. 9. Long trajectory covering the movement paths of the entire sea-
son. Such configuration is useful to detect popular regions in a specific
time of the year. Herbivores tend to concentrate in small patches in the
center of the map during summer.
predators and 3) relative sedentary states are most observed
among herbivores during the winter.
Fig. 10. Absolute Travel Distance with Bundle Curve (α = 0) : Predators
travels much more during night hours.
6.2 Species Difference in Night Travel Distance
Background: Another potential influence on animal behav-
ior is day-night transition. Unlike humans who tend to
rest during most of the night hours, animals may react to
day-night alternation differently in order to ensure their
survival. The changes in temperature, visibility, as well as
the effect of chronobiology could have heterogeneous effects
on the movements of species. How the behavior difference
could be visually reflected by geographical patterns is in-
triguing.
Method: The expert starts with setting the current time
to 06:00 am on a random day and changes the trace line
curve length to 9 hours. The main view displays movements
trajectories of the last 9 hours — from 09:00 pm the day
before to 06:00 am current time. They can use arrow keys
to jump to consecutive days without changing the time of
day and trace line length. As a result, the common pattern
in night movements are more directly exposed to the viewer
(R2). As the shape of trace lines can be morphed with type
and smoothness, the experts select "bundle" for curved type
and slide the α value to maximum smoothing (α = 1),
which produces straight lines that connect only the origin
and destination of the entire movement, cf. Figure 3. This
aggressive smoothing technique allows the experts to make
sense of the absolute travel distance during the night hours
(R1).
Insight: Figure 10 shows an example of the observations by
experts. They found little correlation between the night ac-
tivities and geographical distributions. However, the night
travel distances of predators (lions) are distinctively longer
than ones from herbivores. This indicates that lions are more
active during the nights while wildebeests and zebras tend
to stay and rest as much as possible in the meanwhile.
6.3 Examining Grouping/Pairing Behavior
Background: Nuanced understanding of animal social in-
teractions with an awareness of species traits plays a key
role in the study of animal behaviors. As mentioned before,
the grouping and pairing are difficult to detect with the
visualization of mere locations due to spatial-temporal de-
pendency. Instead, visualizing the dynamic relatedness can
support the ecologists to investigate the strength of social
bounding in pairs.
Method: When experts find that two animals are potentially
forming a pair as they stay together drawing close, compa-
rable traces, the experts select the corresponding animal pair
in the dropdown menu from the control panel (Figure 2 C).
The global pairwise relatedness is then plotted to delineate
the intimacy between the two animals. Ups and downs
that vary from month to month or season to season can
be observed. As the expert brushes on the lower half of the
chart around the current time, indicated by a vertical red
line, fine variation of relatedness in the brushed zone are
magnified to a daily or hourly level of detail for examination
(R5). By checking the line shape of relatedness on both
macro and micro level, experts can make a more reflective
judgment on the grouping or pairing behavior.
Fig. 11. Pairing Examples: A) Zebras 20 and 17 seem to be socially
close but their relatedness is not strong or stable enough along over
time. B) Distance between lions 1 and 5 have diminished for roughly 2.5
km in the last 5 days 20 hours (filtered). Stable high pairwise relatedness
is found repeatedly between the two lions.
Insight: The situation in A) Figure 11 can be easily identified
as pairing or grouping behavior by only looking at their
temporary collocation from their trace line. The blue ribbon
in the chord diagram that connects animal 17 and 20 seems
to confirm that for the past 20 hours, the two are staying
rather close together. But the pairwise relatedness view
suggests that such relatedness is constantly changing and
unstable. Thus, attributing grouping or pairing behavior is
questionable in this case and needs further investigation.
Another example in B) Figure 11 tells a very different story
9of stable pairing — lions 1 and 5 have approached each other
and maintained near maximum relatedness for a rather
extended time. Since the phenomenon has repeated several
times, experts believe the pattern is a more reliable indicator
of a strong social pairing. Similar patterns have also been
discovered between lions 2 and 4, wildebeests 12 and 13
using the same technique. A stable one-month pairing is
also found between wildebeests 10 and 14. But the time
window for this is too small comparing to the other groups
and no further rejoining is found. More investigation might
be needed to justify if the pairing is strong. The experts
learn that a safer identification of intimate pairs requires
evidence of close movements for longer period. Members
of strong social pairings are likely to rejoin each other soon
after separation.
6.4 Analyzing Multi-Species Relatedness
Background: Unlike relatedness within the same species,
the inter-species relatedness may indicate threat instead of
cooperation particularly between predators and herbivores.
According to E1, a real predation process usually takes
place within 3-5 minutes, which is beyond the frequency
resolution of the employed GPS devices. However, unex-
plored behavioral patterns and multi-species interactions
can still take place over the span of hours, according to E1.
The experts would like to use inter-species relatedness to
investigate possible instances of such behaviors.
Method: Animals of more than one species can be seen
as a potential stalking if one movement goes after another
continuously. The smoothed trace line with duration length
of several hours can be used to validate if the exact travel
path fits well (R1). The expert uses the numerical input to
fine-tune the trace line length to estimate the exact stalking
time window. Clicking on one of the animals in the main
view will trigger the i-G relatedness of between the selected
animal and the distant one(s) of a different species B. This
lets the experts knows the distance other animal(s) have
covered to approach the selected one. In this case, the start
and end of such episodes can be inferred with the help of
pairwise relatedness.(R5).
Insight: The example in Figure 12 illustrates how inter-
species interactions can be studied through the spatial-
temporal relatedness. The involved animals are lion 5 and
wildebeests 9, 12, 13. Through each stage, the related-
ness would witness an increase-stable-decrease process in
the inter-species relatedness episode. The development of
such a pattern is can be interpreted as hypothetical threat
between predators and herbivores. But without concrete
ground truth like direct observations, we can only assert
the likelihood.
7 EVALUATION
We invited the experts (cf. 3.1 Project Background) to give
conclusive remarks on the design. The evaluation starts with
an open Q&A session of 20 minutes each, during which we
first clear up confusions on both sides, e.g. assumptions of
animal behavior, or misinterpretation of visual variables. Af-
ter that, each expert summarizes a final evaluation in written
form. The result was collected by delivering questionnaires
containing questions in three implicit facets to validate the
design’s usefulness – the enabling, the facilitating, and the
applicability. Enabling emphasizes the aspects that provide
novel analytical capabilities to find undiscovered insights
whereas facilitating consists of cases where the system solves
their existing problems with a significant productivity boost.
Applicability addresses the conditions and contexts under
which the system would achieve its maximum value. We
set no strict time constrains to allow for as detailed answers
as possible. The findings are given and discussed below.
7.1 Enabling
According to E1, an animal can be influenced not only
by variation in environmental conditions but also by the
behavior and location of another individual or group of
animals. Because of displacement in space and time, such
relationships are tricky to explore visually. The visualiza-
tion system allows them to analyze movement through
space/time variation (R1) of individuals as well as the
relationships between individuals (R5). The expert asserts
that exploration into inter-individual interactions is enabled
by the chord diagram with color-coded relatedness.
Regarding the pairwise relatedness, the ability to zoom
to specific time periods (in pairwise relatedness) is very
convenient and easy to use. E2 believes the visualization
system highlighted an important capability which is visu-
alizing data along temporal dimension, particularly how
relatedness changes over time (R2).
The i-G relatedness enables a visual understanding of
the relatedness with actual distance between individuals in
smaller time frames. The relatedness variation range raises
the awareness of the time dependency in shorter movement
trends. Unexpected patterns would emerge after testing and
exploring with varying time scales (R2). E2 believes that
the view mode is not only useful for generating ecological
insights or hypotheses, but also creates more contextual
awareness for the analysis.
7.2 Facilitating
Before using our system, plotting static figures is their
primary way of visual analysis for movements. According to
their comments, the visualization creates depictions beyond
static figures, without which the dynamics in movements
are otherwise hard to interpret. "(Such functionality) is very
needed in data exploration", says E1 (R1).
As they are fully aware of the difficulties introduced by
inconsistent data, the new visual approach to check data
availability/uncertainty is well-appreciated. "To me, this is a
very useful tool for exploration of movement data, allowing
to focus on different potential problems, such as social-
ity between individuals, movements relative to predators,
home ranging, etc." says E1. The expert also confirms that
the awareness of uncertainty is reinforced by trace lines
and smoothing parameters which can be used to smooth
out uncertain measurements (R3). E2 appreciates the quick
configuration changes on the fly. He says, "It makes compar-
isons between configurations very convenient." (R1).
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Fig. 12. Three Stages of a Potential Encounter: 1.a) Increased relatedness between lion 5 and group of wildebeest 9, 12, 13 suggests the movement
pattern of one approaching a group of animals. 1.b) Wildebeest 12 has diverted from the group. 2) Stabled relatedness (diminishing capped line
length for relatedness variance) shows the two species kept close distance during the most of preceding 4 hours. 3) Lion 5 moved away accompanied
by relatedness decrease. Both wildebeest 9 and 13 were found active after potential encounter.
7.3 Applicability
Movement ecology research often requires calculating im-
plicit features from the data such as road impact [64] or
stigmergy [19]. When the optimal features to describe an-
imal behaviors are still unclear and yet to be confirmed,
the research becomes challenging. Based on their experi-
ence, the experts believe that the system can play a key
role in their exploratory stage of analysis, where setting
different parameters and scoping down to subsets of data
need to be frequently adjusted. Under such circumstances, a
comprehensive integration of capabilities that can produce
easy to interpret visual insights with quick and conve-
nient configuration changes is essential. According to E2,
visualizing certain variables in a spatial-temporal way has
changed their way of computing variables, doing analysis,
and develop new hypotheses or insights.
8 DISCUSSION
Comparing to other visualization works in supporting eco-
logical research, this paper emphasizes more on individual
level inquiries, particularly potential interactions or threats.
The study into these issues initially came as a wicked
problem that lacks a proper structure. However, the per-
spective of relatedness puts the related information into
clarified vision of movements in a relational context. This
new attribute is not only a metric to aggregate proximity
in time but also a variation pattern with a domain-friendly
interpretation. In one way, exposing such patterns helps the
expert to understand the unstable nature of spatial relation
(cf. Figure 11), which enables comparisons that lead to
deeper, more intuitive understanding. In another way, the
new attribute is a mathematical inference from the original
data (cf. 4.2 Defining Spatial Temporal Relatedness), which
keeps the possibility to revert the patterns to source values
and (re)model or test if necessary.
We acknowledge that distribution and behavior patterns
caused by local resource change and land feature are as
interesting to many ecologists, for example, the influence
of seasonal change as in 6.1 Checking Seasonal Distribution
Change. However, reasoning with more comprehensive fac-
tors such as temperature, rainfall is only feasible until we
hold richer climate and GIS information of the area. Simi-
larly, validation of visual interpretations such as predatory
threat (cf. 6.4 Analyzing Multi-Species Relatedness) relies on
obtaining the ground truth data, for instance, recorded
lion kills locations. Like before, the evidence is even more
expensive to get based on current technology. In this regard,
the visualization is helpful as it guides us toward how
future research could be improved by obtaining additional
knowledge and data.
9 CONCLUSION
This article introduces a visual exploration system for move-
ment ecologists with a focus on individual level insights into
animal movements. Although analyzing individual level
interactions has been touched by previous works [50], [56], a
visualization tool that analyze small scale animal interactiv-
ity through the lens of relatedness is novel. Experts believe
the design is useful in identifying of general movement
patterns as well as locating possible pairing and matching
in different time frames. The practicality of relatedness
approach is supported by real cases and novel insights.
Targeting at the emerging field of movement ecology [1],
[15], we see our work as a useful contribution to support
nuanced insights in fine scale relationships of multi-species
animals.
In the future work, we are intrigued to find more sup-
porting cases with species of different travel distances. For
example, experts suggest the i-G relatedness approach to
be viable in exploring predatorsâA˘Z´ prey base by searching
for proximate herbivore candidates. Since our sample size is
still small comparing to the number of all herbivores roam-
ing in the area, redesigning the project setup by tracking
a significant proportion of all possible preys of a different
predator can be interesting. We also assume the usefulness
of our methods in outlining shared behavioral principles by
comparing human social movements with ones of wildlife.
The insights could benefit the design of public spaces to
promote social activities.
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